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APA CITATION

SHORT QUOTE  (forty words or less)


(OR)


LONG QUOTE  (more than 40 words)

Employers often discriminate against women. Smith and Botts (1989) state that:

When men discriminate (more than 40 words) against women, they run into a problem. (p. 351)

(OR)

Employers in some cases may often unknowingly discriminate against women:

When men discriminate (more than 40 words) against women, they run into a problem. (Smith & Botts, 1989, p. 351)

PARAPHRASE  (no word number distinction)

Employers often discriminate against women. Adams (1992) believes that men only hurt themselves.

(OR)

Employers often discriminate against women. Yet men only hurt themselves (Adams, 1992).

CITING AUTHORS IN BODY OF PAPER

1-2 authors: cite both every time

Smith and Jones (1999) or (Smith & Jones, 1999).

3-5 authors: cite all first time, then use 1st author, et al.

first time:

Smith, Jones, and Davis (1998) or (Smith, Jones, & Davis, 1998).

second time:

Smith, et al. (1998) or (Smith, et al., 1998).

6 authors: cite first author, et al. always

Smith, et al. (1998) or (Smith, et al., 1998).